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AWARDS AND DISTINCTIONS:
Award - Gazele Bznesu 2017
Gold Medal for AIR TENT - Marketing & Print Fesitval 2017 organized by OOH Magazine.
2nd place in Out&Indoor category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2017 contest
1st place in Out&Indoor category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2016 contest

5

Award Top Exclusive - Gift of the Year 2015 - Multiframe
Gold Medal for Mframe - Marketing & Print Festival 2015 organized by OOH Magazine.

AC
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US
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re

us

2nd place in Out&Indoor category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2015 contest
Awarded Acanthus Aureus in the first edition of Reklama 360! (Advertising 360!)2014
3rd place in Advertising Agency category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2014 contest
Gold Medal for the Adwall Vario “S” wall display received during the trade fairs Marketing Festival/Print Festival
organized by the OOH Magazine
3rd place in Top Exclusive category for Adwall Vario in the Gifts Journal 2013 contest
2nd place in Out&Indoor category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2013 contest
1st place in Out&Indoor category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2012 contest
1st place in Out&Indoor category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2011 contest
3rd place in Advertising Agency category in the Korony Reklamy (Advertisement Crowns) 2010 contest

LEGEND
system weight

system warranty*

packaging: bag, case, trunk, tube,
cardboard box

illumination

set up time to make ready for
presentation

no tools required

printing technique: eco-solvent,
pigment, dye sublimation

time required to complete
an order

delivery time

laminate to protect print before dirt,
damage, rubbing off and light

* 1 year warranty for all prints.

modern
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Textile systems
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VARIO v01.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

14-17,5 kg

5 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 160/220/280/340 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 50 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel

VARIO Straight v02. / VARIO Straight F v12.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

14-25 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions v02:
- width 220/280/340 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 35 cm
System dimensions v12:
- width 300/600 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 50 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel

modern
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VARIO Presto / Presto Eco v29.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

7-16 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 90/120/150 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 25 cm

System dimensions Eco:
- width 60/90/120/150 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 46 cm

Materials Presto:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel

Materials Presto Eco:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Serpentine F v22.
Advantages:
modern design
lightweight structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

14-22 kg

5-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300/600 cm
- height 235 cm
- depth 45/85 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel

modern
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VARIO Curved F v11.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

13-21 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 240/300/400/
500/600 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 40/55/120 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel

VARIO Peak v13.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

12 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 330 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 110 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO C-wall v05.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

14 kg

8 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 200 cm (widest point)
- height 230 cm
- depth 140 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Island v19.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits to small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C temperature

13 kg

10-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 260 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Big Island v23.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

35 kg

20-30 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 650 cm
- height 242 cm
- depth 465 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO S v07.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

7 kg

8 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 80/100/120/150 cm
- height 235 cm
- depth 115 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO T v08.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

8 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width
110 cm (narrowest point)
150 cm (widest point)
- height 265 cm
- depth 50 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Ring v09.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

14 kg

10-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 240 cm
- height 220 cm
- depth 40 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Qring v30.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

15 kg

10-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 330 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 40 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Fall v10.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

13 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 500 cm
- height
185 cm (lowest point)
235 cm (highest point)
- depth 90 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Slope v15.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

12 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300 cm
- height
180 cm (lowest point)
235 cm (highest point)
- depth 80 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Craft v27.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

25 kg

15-30 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 750 cm
- height 245 cm
- depth 180 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO In v14.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

30 kg

10-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300 cm
- height
120 cm (lowest point)
240 cm (highest point)
- depth 240 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Twist v16.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

16 kg

10-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 390 cm
- height
130 cm (lowest point)
240 cm (highest point)
- depth 100 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Wave v17.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

17 kg

10-15 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 495 cm
- height
120 cm (lowest point)
245 cm (highest point)
- depth 125 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Kite v28.
Advantages:
modern design
lightweight structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

15 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 260 cm
- height 240 cm
- depth 40 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel

modern
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VARIO Tower v20.
Advantages:
modern design
lightweight structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

20 kg

5-10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 150 cm
- height 410 cm
- depth 90 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Tunel v21.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fitsa small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

40 kg

20-30 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 550 cm
- height
245 cm (lowest point)
340 cm (highest point)
- depth 460 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Gate v24.
Advantages:
modern design
lightweight structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

15 kg

15-20 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 515 cm
- height 320 cm
- depth 45 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Arch v25.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

10-20 kg

15-20 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions 1 part:
- width 500 cm
- height 270 cm
- depth 90 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Arch C v25.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

12 kg

15-20 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions 1 part:
- width 360 cm
- height 250 cm
- depth 120 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Crown v39.
Advantages:
modern design
lightweight structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

37 kg

20-30 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 290 cm
- height 400 cm
- depth 40 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Bow v36.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

30 kg

10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 100 cm
- height 240 cm
- depth 300 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Add v37.
Advantages:
modern design
lightweight structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

8 kg

5 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 120 cm
- height 240 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Cone v38.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

25 kg

15-20 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 100-245 cm
- height 305 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO CR v40.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

10 kg

10 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 125 cm
- height 210 cm
- depth 110 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Panels v41.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

8 kg

5 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions 1 panel:
- width 100 cm
- height 300 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

Pop up Edge 3x3/4x3 Straight/Curved v06.
Advantages:
full-size print
lightweight structure
quick and easy installation
horizontal leveling
additional supporting foot
eco-friendly dye sublimation print on elastic fabric
perfectly fits to the structure
multiple-use system
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

15-17 kg

5-10 min

sheath

dye
sublimation

set includes

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions Straight 3x3:
- width 225 cm
- height 225 cm
- depth 34 cm

System dimensions Curved 3x3:
- width 225 cm
- height 225 cm
- depth 52 cm

System dimensions Straight 4x3:
- width 300 cm
- height 225 cm
- depth 34 cm

System dimensions Curved 4x3:
- width 300 cm
- height 225 cm
- depth 52 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Ringfloat v31.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

20 kg

20 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300 cm
- height 60 cm
- depth 300 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Trifloat v32.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

20 kg

20min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300 cm
- height 100 cm
- depth 260 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Quadfloat v33.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

20 kg

20min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 370 cm
- height 120 cm
- depth 370 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

VARIO Trapfloat v34.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

20 kg

20min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 300 cm
- height 110 cm
- depth 300 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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VARIO Clover / Clover Maxi v35.
Advantages:
modern design
stable aluminium structure
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits a small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
washable print in up to 30˚C

20 kg

20min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- width 250 cm
- height 110 cm
- depth 250 cm
- diagonal 300 cm
Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

System dimensions Clover Maxi:
- width 330 cm
- height 110 cm
- depth 330 cm
- diagonal 400 cm

modern

Textile counters
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adTribune CASE vt01.
Advantages:
counter can be used as transport case
damage-resistant
quick and easy installation
eco-friendly dye sublimation print - perfectly fits construction
multiple-use system
print up to 1440 dpi
washable print in up to 30˚C

10 kg

5 min

trunk

System dimensions :
- width 95 cm
- height 90 cm
- depth 50 cm

dye
sublimation

4days
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- durable plastic
- polyester

adTribune OVAL / OVAL Maxi vt03.
Advantages:
quick and easy installation
lightweight counter
multiple-use system
all elements fit one handy carry bag
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple print use option
print up to 1440 dpi
washable print in up to 30˚C

8 /9 kg

5 min

bag

dye
sublimation

4days
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions Oval:
- width 95 cm
- height 90 cm
- depth 45 cm

System dimensions Oval Maxi:
- width 115cm
- height 90 cm
- depth 50 cm

Materials:
- mdf
- aluminium
- polyester

Materials:
- mdf
- aluminium
- polyester

modern
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adTribune QUICK vt04.
Advantages:
quick and easy installation
lightweight counter
multiple-use system
all elements fit one handy carry bag
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple print use option
print up to 1440 dpi
washable print in up to 30˚C
pneumatic folding system

9 kg

1s

bag

System dimensions :
- width 70 cm
- height 90 cm
- depth 40 cm

dye
sublimation

4days
24h

no tools
required

1 year*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- durable plastic
- polyester

adTribune BIG QUICK vt04a. / BIG QUICK LED vt04b.
Advantages:
quick and easy installation
lightweight counter
multiple-use system
all elements fit one handy carry bag
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple print use option
print up to 1440 dpi
washable print in up to 30˚C
pneumatic folding system

5 kg

1s

bag

System dimensions :
- width 80 cm
- height 100 cm
- depth 50 cm

dye
sublimation

4days
24h

no tools
required

1 year*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- durable plastic
- polyester

modern
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modular

modular

Multiframe

59

Multiframe Wall 300
*

custom sizes available

60

modular

Multiframe Wall 300 with accessories

61
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modular

63
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modular

modular

Edge

67

68

modular

System dimensions1x3 / 1x3 lightbox:
78x34x225 cm

System dimensions 4x3:
300x34x225 cm

System dimensions 2x3:
152x34x225 cm

Counter:
104x40x100 cm

System dimensions 3x3:
225x34x225 cm

modular

Vario

71
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modular

73
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modular

frame

77

adFrame LMD k01.
Advantages:
special LED stripes (only around the edges)
structure of the profiles that allows perfect illumination around the edges
modern design and top quality
possibility to join modules together
very low power consumption
up to 1440 dpi eco-friendly dye sublimation print
both sided print
instant graphics exchange (SEG)
lightweight frame
multiple - use system
perfect for trade fair stands
washable print in up to 30°C

16 kg

20 min

cardboard

dye
sublimation

LED
stripes

4days
24h

tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Dimensions of sample system :
- width 100 cm
- height 200 cm
- depth 14 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- LED
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adFrame LMS k02.
Advantages:
special LED stripes (only around the edges)
structure of the profiles that allows perfect illumination around the edges
may serve as a free-standing structue
modern design and top quality
custom size
very low power consumption
up to 1440 dpi eco-friendly dye sublimation print both sided print
instant graphics exchange (SEG)
lightweight frame
multiple - use system
perfect for trade fair stands
washable print in up to 30°C

frame

30 kg

30 min

cardboard

dye
sublimation

LED
stripes

4days
24h

tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Dimensions of sample system :
- width 300 cm
- height 240 cm
- depth 12 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- LED
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adFrame LMSM k05.
Advantages:
special LED stripes (only around the edges)
structure of the profiles that allows perfect illumination around the edges
modern design and top quality
custom size
very low power consumption
up to 1440 dpi eco-friendly dye sublimation print both sided print
instant graphics exchange (SEG)
lightweight frame
multiple - use system
perfect for trade fair stands
washable print in up to 30°C

15 kg

30 min

cardboard

dye
sublimation

LED
stripes

4days
24h

tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Dimensions of sample system :
- width 200 cm
- height 200 cm
- depth 6,5 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- LED
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frame

Dimensions of sample system :
- width 100 cm
- height 240 cm
- depth 12 cm
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adFrame STF k04. / STFL k06.

frame

3,5 kg

8 min

cardboard

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Dimensions of sample system STF: Materials:
- width 200 cm
- aluminium
- height 200 cm
- polyester
- depth 3,5 cm
Dimensions of sample system STFL:
- width 200 cm
- height 200 cm
- depth 1,5 cm
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adFrame DTF k03.

14 kg

20 min

cardboard

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Dimensions of sample system :
- width 150 cm
- height 200 cm
- depth 4,5 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester

outdoor
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VARIO Tent 3x3/4x3 a01.
Advantages:
modern design
single or both-sided print
eco-friendly dye sublimation print
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
up to 1440 dpi print
waterproof polyester fabric

17-34 kg

15-20 min

bag

System dimensions 3x3:
- width 320 cm
- height 230 cm
- depth 320 cm

dye
sublimation

7days
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions 4x4:
- width 405 cm
- height 260 cm
- depth 405 cm

Materials:
- aluminium
- polyester
- steel
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AIR Tent a02.
Advantages:
modern design
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
up to 1440 dpi print
waterproof polyester fabric

outdoor

20-45 kg

15-20 min

bag

dye
sublimation

7days
24h

no tools
required

1 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions 3x3:
- width 290 cm
- height 240 cm
- depth 290 cm

System dimensions 5x5:
- width 475 cm
- height 360 cm
- depth 475 cm

System dimensions 4x4:
- width 390 cm
- height 300 cm
- depth 390 cm

System dimensions 6x6:
- width 550cm
- height 400 cm
- depth 550 cm

Materials:
- PVC
- TPU
- polyester
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AIR Gate Square a03.
Advantages:
modern design
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
up to 1440 dpi print
waterproof polyester fabric

20 kg

10-15 min

bag

System dimensions:
- width 450 cm
- height 320 cm
- diameter 40 cm

dye
sublimation

7days
24h

no tools
required

1 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- polyester
- PVC
- TPU
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AIR Gate Triangle a04.
Advantages:
modern design
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
up to 1440 dpi print
waterproof polyester fabric

outdoor

20 kg

10-15 min

bag

System dimensions:
- width 650 cm
- height 450 cm
- diameter 60 cm

dye
sublimation

7days
24h

no tools
required

1 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- polyester
- PVC
- TPU
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AIR Column a05.
Advantages:
modern design
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits to small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
waterproof polyester fabric

5-10 kg

5 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

1 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- height 100 / 220 / 280 cm
- diameter 70 cm

Materials:
- PVC
- MDF
- TPU
- polyester
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AIR Tribune a06.
Advantages:
modern design
multiple prints per one structure
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
fits to small carry bag
up to 1440 dpi print
waterproof polyester fabric

outdoor

10 kg

5 min

bag

dye
sublimation

optional

4days
24h

no tools
required

1 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- height 100 cm
- diameter 70 cm

Materials:
- PVC
- MDF
- TPU
- polyester

furniture

Foam furniture

furniture
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FORMA

VIA

MODULO

DIVANO

Dimensions:
width: 80/130 cm
height: 75 cm
depth: 95 cm

Dimensions:
width: 70 cm
height: 60 cm
depth: 200 cm

Dimensions:
width: 70/140/210 cm
height: 120 cm
depth: 75 cm

Dimensions:
width: 80/136/192 cm
height: 85 cm
depth: 75 cm

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester
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furniture

CUBE

MINI ROLLER

ROLLER

BEANBAG

SACCO

Dimensions:
width: 45 cm
height: 45 cm
depth: 45 cm

Dimensions (small):
width: 45 cm
height: 45 cm
depth: 45 cm

Dimensions (big):
width: 130 cm
height: 45 cm
depth: 130 cm

Dimensions:
width: 110 cm
height: 100 cm
depth: 120 cm

Dimensions:
width: 120/140 cm
height: 30 cm
depth: 140/180 cm

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Materials:
polyuretan foam, polyester

Chairs & Tables

furniture
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furniture

HELSINKI

ANKARA

LIMA

Dimensions:
80x48x53 cm

Dimensions:
77x57x57 cm

Dimensions:
80/100x74 cm

ASTANA

AROSA

DELHI

Dimensions:
82x38x29cm

Dimensions:
108x47x55,5 cm

Dimensions:
100x60 cm

99

classic

Roll-ups

classic
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adStand r01.
Advantages:
wide, stable base - no support foot necessary
the only such roll-up on the market
custom size systems available with larger orders
multiple-use casket
thick aluminium pole
no edge-folding effect
up to 1440 dpi print
convenient carry bag

5-10 kg

1 min

bag

System dimensions:
- width 85/100/120/150 cm
- height 215 cm

eco-solvent

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- banner
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adStand LUX r02.
Advantages:
extremely durable roll-up mechanism
thick supporting foot
multiple-use casket
self-locking fastening bar
thick aluminium pole
no edge-folding effect
up to 1440 dpi print
convenient carry sheath

1 min

bag

eco-solvent

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- banner

classic

3,5-7 kg

System dimensions:
- width 85/100/120 cm
- height 210 cm
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adStand TWINS r03.
Advantages:
stable structure
both-sided graphic on the casket
multiple-use casket
self-locking fastening bar
thick aluminium pole
no edge-folding effect
up to 1440 dpi print
convenient carry bag

6,5-8 kg

1 min

bag

System dimensions:
- width 85/100 cm
- height 210 cm

eco-solvent

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- banner
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adStand BANNER AD r04.
Advantages:
wide, stable base - no support foot necessary
adjustable height – from 90 to 242 cm
aluminium telescopic pole
proximity magnet at the base and the upper bar
tension control
modern design
the only such roll-up on the market
multiple-use casket
self-locking fastening bar
no edge-folding effect
up to 1440 dpi print
convenient carry bag

1 min

bag

eco-solvent

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- banner

classic

5-6 kg

System dimensions:
- width 85/100 cm
- height from 90 to 242 cm
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adStand LEVEL r05.
Advantages:
wide, stable base
adjustable height - from 90 to 250 cm
aluminium telescopic pole
optional graphic on the base
tension control
modern design
multiple-use casket
self-locking fastening bar
no edge-folding effect
up to 1440 dpi print
convenient carry bag

5,5-7 kg

1 min

bag

System dimensions:
- width 85/100 cm
- height from 90 to 250 cm

eco-solvent

24h
24h

np tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- banner

L-Banner

classic
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adPoster L l01.
Advantages:
light and handy structure
50 to 150 cm width
quick and easy installation
custom size systems available with non-standard
height and width
fibreglass pole
multiple-use system
convenient and durable transport tube
no edge-folding effect
up to 1440 dpi print

3-8 kg

1 min

tube

System dimensions:
- width 50-150 cm
- height 204 cm

eco-solvent

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- steel
- aluminium
- banner

Display walls

classic
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adWall SMART 3x3 / 4x3 curved w01.
Advantages:
light and self-locking structure
the tallest pop-up on the market
cross-shaped reinforcements
magnetic bars for easier assembly
perfectly fit print
heat-laminated print on both sides
light-blocking print
up to 1440 dpi resolution
convenient trunk used as a counter
halogen lighting
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system

29-31,5 kg

5-10 min

trunk

pigment

laminate

System dimensions 4x3:
- height 238 cm
- width 315 cm

72h
24h

no tools
required

10
years*

completion
time

included

System dimensions 3x3:
- height 238 cm
- width 260 cm

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- magnet
- paper
- laminate
- durable plastic
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adWall SMART 3x3 / 4x3 straight w02.
Advantages:
light and self-locking structure
the tallest pop-up on the market
cross-shaped reinforcements
magnetic bars for easier assembly
perfectly fit print
heat-laminated print on both sides
light-blocking print
up to 1440 dpi resolution
convenient trunk used as a counter
halogen lighting
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system

5-10 min

trunk

pigment

laminate

System dimensions 4x3:
- height 238 cm
- width 370 cm

72h
24h

no tools
required

10
years*

completion
time

included

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium
- magnet
- paper
- laminate
- durable plastic

classic

39 -41,5 kg

System dimensions 3x3:
- height 238 cm
- width 290 cm
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adWall L w03.
Advantages:
light and stable
fibreglass pole
multiple-use system
quick and easy installation
up to 1440 dpi print
convenient and durable transport tube

8 kg

2 min

tube

System dimensions 3x3:
- height 204 cm
- width 200 cm

eco-solvent

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- steel
- aluminium
- banner

Stands

classic
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adBox ELYPSE s01.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
custom shape header (optional)
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

18 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to the tabletop 95 cm
- width 120 cm
- depth 50 cm
- topper 110x30 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC
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adBox miniELYPSE s02.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
custom shape header (optional)
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC

classic

13 kg

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to counter 95 cm
- stand width 95 cm
- depth 40 cm
- counter 95x40 cm
- topper 90x30 cm
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adBox HIT s03.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
custom shape header (optional)
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

14 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to counter 95 cm
- stand width 90 cm
- depth 60 cm
- counter 90x60 cm
- topper 90x30 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC
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adBox HIT C s06.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
custom shape header (optional)
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC

classic

14 kg

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to counter 95 cm
- stand width 90 cm
- depth 60 cm
- counter 90x60 cm
- topper 90x30 cm
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adBox miniHIT s04.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
custom shape header (optional)
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

11 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to counter 95 cm
- stand width 66 cm
- depth 46 cm
- counter 65x46 cm
- topper 60x30 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC
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adBox RING s07.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
custom shape header (optional)
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC

classic

12 kg

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to counter 95 cm
- stand width 65 cm
- depth 45 cm
- counter 65x65 cm
- topper 35x35 cm
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adBox STANDARD s05.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
extremely durable structure with a hinge profile
thick aluminium construction
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
quick and easy installation
possibility to order panels only
custom shape header (optional)
multiple-use system
the entire system fits one, handy transport bag

17 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- total height 215 cm
- height up to counter 95 cm
- stand width 90 cm
- depth 50 cm
- counter 65x46 cm
- topper 90x30 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- PVC filling
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
- PVC

Counters

classic
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adTribune ELYPSE t01.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

16,5 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- height 95 cm
- width 120 cm
- depth 50 cm
- counter 120x50 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
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adTribune mini ELYPSE t02.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard

classic

12 kg

System dimensions:
- height 95 cm
- width 95 cm
- depth 40 cm
- counter 95x40 cm
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adTribune HIT t03.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

13 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- height 95 cm
- width 90 cm
- depth 60 cm
- counter 90x60 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
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adTribune miniHIT t04.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastened
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard

classic

10 kg

System dimensions:
- height 95 cm
- width 66 cm
- depth 46 cm
- counter 65x46 cm
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adTribune HIT C t09.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure
thick aluminium construction
Adsystem patent
up to 100 kg weight capacity
industrial Velcro tape graphic fastener
possibility to order the graphic elements only
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
all elements fit small transport bag
quick and easy installation
multiple-use system
unique on the market

12,5 kg

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- height 95 cm
- width 90 cm
- depth 60 cm
- counter 90x60 cm

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
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adTribune STANDARD t05.
Advantages:

wheeled aluminium structure extremely durable
structure with a hinge profile
thick aluminium construction
up to 1440 dpi, laminate-protected print
laminated furniture board, shelf, counter
multiple colour options of the counter board available
quick and easy installation
possibility to order panels only
multiple-use system
the entire system fits one, handy transport bag

3 min

bag

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

5 years*

completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- aluminium profiles
- PVC filling
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard

classic

16 kg

System dimensions:
- height 95 cm
- width 90 cm
- depth 50 cm
- counter 90x50 cm
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adTribune SHELL t06.
Advantages:

perfect solution for conferences, trade fairs
and promotional campaigns
mobile system
quick and easy to assemble/disassemble
convenient for transportation
attractive appearance
unique design
modern solution

17 kg

3 min

trank

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

instruction

System dimensions:
- height 97 cm
- width 125 cm
- depth 60 cm

Materials:
- PVC
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard
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adTribune SHELL 2 in 1 t10.
Advantages:

perfect solution for conferences, trade fairs
and promotional campaigns
mobile system
quick and easy to assemble/disassemble
convenient for transportation
attractive appearance
unique design
modern solution

5 min

trank

GWARANCJA

24h

no tools
required

2 years*

eco-solvent

laminate

24h
completion
time

instruction

Materials:
- PVC
- HIPS
- foil
- laminate
- chipboard

classic

45 kg

System dimensions:
- height 97 cm
- width 200 cm
- depth 80 cm

Brochure holders

classic
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adFolder f01.
Advantages:

stable aluminium structure
both-sided promotional materials display
six shelves
quick and easy installation
neat transport case
convenient for transportation
upper logo section (optional)

6 kg

30 s

System dimensions:
- height 155 cm
- shelf format A4/A6

case

24h
24h

no tools
required

1 year*

completion
time

Materials:
- aluminium
- plexiglass
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adFolder PREMIUM f02.
Advantages:

stable aluminium structure
modern design
quick and easy installation
four acrylic shelves
convenient carry bag
upper logo section (optional)

30 s

bag

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

Materials:
- aluminium
- acrylic

classic

8 kg

System dimensions:
- height 154 cm
- shelf format A4
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adFolder PRESTIGE f03.
Advantages:

stable aluminium structure
quick and easy installation
four acrylic shelves
modern design
convenient carry bag
additional option for graphics on the base
upper logo section (optional)

8 kg

30 s

System dimensions:
- height 150 cm
- shelf format A4

bag

24h
24h

no tools
required

2 years*

completion
time

Materials:
- aluminium
- acrylic
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adFolder PLATE f05.
Advantages:

can be used as a counter or brochure holder
stable structure
quick and easy installation
neat transport case
convenient for transportation

30 s

case

24h
24h

no tools
required

1 year*

completion
time

Materials:
- metal
- furniture board

classic

12 kg

System dimensions:
- height 100 cm
- shelf format 51x37,5 cm

Adsystem LTD
Atramentowa 11 ST,
Bielany Wrocławskie
55-040 Kobierzyce
Tel. +48 71 799 89 14
Fax: +48 71 733 05 49
e-mail: sales@adsystem.pl
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